The Generation of Three-Dimensional Head and Neck Cancer Models for Drug Discovery in 384-Well Ultra-Low Attachment Microplates.
The poor success rate of cancer drug discovery has prompted efforts to develop more physiologically relevant cellular models for early preclinical cancer lead discovery assays. For solid tumors, this would dictate the implementation of three-dimensional (3D) tumor models that more accurately recapitulate human solid tumor architecture and biology. A number of anchorage-dependent and anchorage-independent in vitro 3D cancer models have been developed together with homogeneous assay methods and high content imaging approaches to assess tumor spheroid morphology, growth, and viability. However, several significant technical challenges have restricted the implementation of some 3D models in HTS. We describe a method that uses 384-well U-bottomed ultra-low attachment (ULA) microplates to produce head and neck tumor spheroids for cancer drug discovery assays. The production of multicellular head and neck cancer spheroids in 384-well ULA-plates occurs in situ, does not impose an inordinate tissue culture burden for HTS, is readily compatible with automation and homogeneous assay detection methods, and produces high-quality uniform-sized spheroids that can be utilized in cancer drug cytotoxicity assays within days rather than weeks.